of monopoly, i.e., the rights of wrong, and talk of his having got "the breed of a pure race"—not the moral breed, but the breed of the unseen and spiritual. Thus says Privilege to the worker, "You must eat the spiritual bread of life, and I will eat the material." There is nothing, all things considered, extraordinary in Privilege thus attempting to defraud the worker: this is the essence of his work in extolling the guller. The guller is a rascal, or something worse perhaps, but what is the gull? His gullibility says little for his intelligence, much for his ignorance.

That a small section of society, and that non-producing, should exercise such great power over that section which comprises the majority as to compel it to toil almost from the cradle to the grave so that it may satisfy the inordinate appetites of the indolent few, and gain for itself, but a bare subsistence, is astounding, and can only be accounted for by its slumbering ignorance. But from that sleep there are signs of awakening to-day, and those development may be said to be beginning to take in his own welfare. As yet, he is timid and mistrustful of his strength, and this is only natural after the generations of mental darkness which have enshrouded him. At last it is dawning upon him that he can never have more than a bare subsistence, but a bare subsistence, and this is only natural after the generations of mental darkness which have enshrouded him. At last it is dawning upon him that he can never have more than a bare subsistence, and this is only natural after the generations of mental darkness which have enshrouded him. At last it is dawning upon him that he can never have more than a bare subsistence.

The secret of the success of the privileged class is and has been its attachment to the affairs of this life. It finds its spiritual consolation in the grog-glass, and in the savoury products of the kitchen its material satisfaction. It eats, drinks, and is merry at the worker's expense. Go, ye workers, and do likewise. Cease your slave-labor, for the few; work for the many. Let each one for one certainty; satisfy your material needs first, and if you have any spiritual ones, other than liquor, satisfy them afterwards. But don't let your bellies keep you from the men, and raise yourselves from out of the ignoble position into which you have fallen. Freedom, not slavery, is alone consistent with the rightful dignity of man, and freedom will only be possible when the present system of social inequality has given place to a state of equality, wherein proletarians, poverty and priesthoods will have no existence.

H. A. BARKER.
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